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The gravitational energy released through accretion process is a key energy source
for many astrophysical phenomena in the universe, especially in the study of celestial
compact objects,such as white dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes. After decades of
research, Accretion disk theory has been developed in several developed disk
model.Slim disk is a kind of both geometric thick and optically thick advection
dominated accretion flow, which has been widely used to explain a variety of
super-Eddington accretion phenomena.
This thesis describes the research of the dynamical effects of a large-scale ordered
magnetic field on Slim disks during my master course. We examine the impact of the
the accretion flow carried by large-scale magnetic field of Slim disk model and
calculate a whole solution of the disk's dynamics characteristics. The results show that
jet (outflow) mainly lost in the disk inner radius, the ratio of the jet power to the disk
luminosity is poorly small and the temperature of the disk will be reduced. In addition,
we also give a preliminary discussion of the impact of the radiation pressure.
In Chapter 1 we give a brief introduction of black hole and accretion disks around
it. In section 1, we first discuss the basic concept of black hole and present its
classification, formation, and more details on supermassive black holes,then we
describe the determination of the black hole mass and rotation; In section 2, we
outline the basic concepts of the accretion process and four typical accretion disk
models.The astronomical applications to such four disks are also introduced ; Finally,
in section 3 we describe the radio radiation of AGN and formation mechanism of jet
in radio-loud AGNs.
In Chapter 2 we first introduce the concept of the Eddington luminosity and
explain the reason of super-Eddington radiation for the geometric thick accretion
disk;Then we introduce the basic equations of the Slim-disk model,requirements of















that the the ULX and NLS1 may be driven by high accretion rate disk(Slim model).
In Chapter 3, we first introduce radio loud NLS1 which may exist jets and
therefore magnetic field. We add magnetic field items into Slim disk equations and
consider the effects of magnetic field-driven jet; Followed by the numerical
calculation of overall transonic solution, we conclude that the magnetic field will
cause the radial velocity of the accretion flow accelerated, reduce the disk temperature,
and the accretion rate mainly decline at inner radius due to magneticly driven jet.
Finally,we give a preliminary discussion of the formation of large-scale magnetic field
and the possible effects of the radiation pressure on our model.We also compare our
work with others' (ADAF with magnetic field).
Chapter 4 is about the research plan in the future. We show the results of
radiation-hydrodynamic simulation of Slim disk model.By this way, the important
impact of radiation pressure(at high accretion rate mode）on the outflow is clarifed
very clearly. At last, we discuss rotating black hole may have an impact on a
jet(outflow) as well.
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径大约为 2.95 千米；而对于地球，则需要将所有质量压缩到仅 8.9 毫米的引力
半径之内才会成为黑洞。




Arthur Eddington 和 Lev Landau 认为会有其他未知的机制中止此塌缩。从结
果来看 Arthur Eddington 等人是部分正确的，例如质量略大于 Chandrasekhar
极限的白矮星会塌缩成一个中子星。由于 Pauli 不相容原理，中子星可以通过中
子简并压稳定存在。但是，后来 Robert Oppenheimer 等人预言，当中子星质量









GM G MR a
c c
= + − ，其中 /a J Mc≡ ，
J是旋转角动量。 0J = 时，克尔黑洞还原到史瓦西黑洞。
“黑洞（Black Hole）”这一名词是美国科学家 John Wheeler 在 1967 年的





















[6]。根据M 、 J、Q这三个量的不同，可以将黑洞分为以下四类（见表 1-1）：
表 1-1 黑洞的分类（按物理特性）
质量M 角动量 J 电荷Q 黑洞类型
0M ≠ ， 0J Q= = Schwarzchild 黑洞
0M ≠ ， 0J ≠ ， 0Q = Kerr 黑洞
0M ≠ ， 0J = ， 0Q ≠ Reissner-Nordsrtrom 黑洞














































































蒸发的消耗下依然能够残留至今的原初黑洞，其质量大约为 1710 M− ⊙。质量为
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